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Our business is about its people. People 
who are passionate, who have the ability to 
learn new things quickly, who exude 
boundless enthusiasm and most of all who 
are driven by a desire to make things we can 
all be proud of. People who want to do Great 
Work. We believe that as a team these people 
can achieve more than as individuals and that 
the best learning comes from working with 
others and sharing ideas.

Our goal with all websites that we create is 
to blend stunning visual design, practical 
usability, and robust functionality to create 
compelling websites that provide visitors 
with an exceptional user experience and 
engage them. On the following pages, we 
have provided examples from our design 
portfolio. Included on the page is the name of 
the client (and project), a screenshot of the 
website and a brief description of the job.

THis is Us



Bangkok Sydney Beppu

PRIVATE AND COMMERCIAL COMMISSION

WORK ENQUIRIES

Pamda’s illustrations are possible from all existing photographs or artworks - portraits, candid 

moments, staged scenes etc., custom made at your desired size. These pieces are perfect as a gift or 

for your wall at home. Email me your ideas and picture(s) and I’ll get back to you.
 

Commercial Work, including  advertising, advertorial, packaging, please contact my agents .

For existing body of work and catalogue enquiries, information please email me. I’ll be in touch with 

Commission an Artwork

Signed Originals . Interior Gallery

Pamda in a Nutshell  . Enquiries

0
Capital Development
Website, Web Desgin, UX/UI

Creating a professional website that is beautiful 
and modern for Capital Prime’s GLADDEN



Divine Development
Website, Graphic Design

Developing Divine Development central website, 
making sure that the new look is chic, stylish, 
credible and mobile-friendly.



PREVAA
E-commerce, Web App

Developing a full scale E-commerce for Prevaa, 
connecting its check out system to Paypal + 
Omise, and building a web app for order and stock 
management, billing and shipping.

DOUBLE IMAGE x 1
DO YOU LIKE MY JACKET x 1

UNA MILONGUERA x 1TOTAL

Signed Originals . Interior Gallery



Pamda Bure
Website, E-commerce

Developing a full scale gallery and E-commerce for 
artist’s Pamda, connecting its check out system to 
Paypal + Omise, and building a web app for order 
and stock management, billing and shipping.

WOMAN WITH FAN
“Now you see meNow you don’t

Now you see me
Now you don’t.”

ORIGINAL PRINT

A1 59.4 x 84.1cm screenprint. 

Limited edition of 50. 

Printed on Somerset Satin. 

Signed and numbered

MAKE IT YOURS

See other works

$80ORDER NOW

Bangkok Sydney Beppu

Signed Originals . Interior Gallery

Pamda in a Nutshell  . Enquiries

0

3

YOUR ART PIECE(S)

$80
$100

$50

$230

x
x

x

CHECKOUT

CONTINUE BROWSING

Bangkok Sydney Beppu

Signed Originals . Interior Gallery

Pamda in a Nutshell  . Enquiries

Work Enquiries

REPRESENTATIONEUROPEFabryka Productions
M: +447860217638

E: bob@fab-eureka.comASIA / WORLDHUB Staur
M: +66815518878

E: jarunee@hubstaur.com

All Rights Reserved @ PAMDA BURE 2019



Groove Condominium
Website, Mobile Registration

Creating a lifestyle-focused, fun landing website 
for Groove Condominium, with links to its 
projects i.e. Groove 1, 2, 3, 4

American artist 
Amanda Browder 

brings an explosion of 

color and beautiful 

patterns to public enveloping them in 

vibrant large-scale 
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Amanda Browder 

brings an explosion of 

color and beautiful 

patterns to public 
buildings by enveloping them in 

vibrant large-scale 

textile artworks.
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ABOUT US

URBANISE

DISRUPTIVE

CHARACTERISTIC
FORERUNNER

PROFESSIONAL

CONTACT US

111/3 Soi Somprasong 3 Phetchaburi 15 Phayathai Rajthevi BKK DOWNTOWN 10400GROOVE 1
GROOVE 2

GROOVE 3
GROOVE 4

MOVE UP YOUR LIFE
Call Now



Chewa Heart
Web Redesign, CMS

Designing Theme, UX/UI for property developer Chewa 
Heart. This includes landing page, mobile registration 
function for instance.



We only introduce the best of metal 

working teachnology to Thailand.

CNC Far East Machinery
Website, CMS

Creating a new fast website for CNC Far East Machinery. This 
would be use as the capany’s catalogue, with VDO 
presentation and back-end �le upload mechanism. 



Thailand Sourcing HUB
Website, SEO

Creating a credible website for Souorcing Agent, 
Thailand Sourcing HUB, with a ticketing and 
backend system for supplier registration.



Ramai
Website, UX/UI

Creating a new website that is sleek and sensual 
for Ramai’s aromatic products.



Knights Bridge
Web Reservation System

Creating a booking system for Origin’s propect 
clients who might be interested in purchasing a 
unit in their new condominium project.



GB Prime Pay
Design, Creative concept

Designing Theme, UX/UI for payment gateway, 
GB Prime Pay. This includes landing page, log in 
page, icons design for instance.

PAY



Looking forward to working with you

Address: 111/3 Soi Somprasong3 Phechaburi15 Phayathai Rajthevi Bangkok 10400 Contact: 095-912-8222HUB StauR Co.,Ltd.


